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NGO SUSTAINABILITY: 5.3 

     
As of August 2002, there were 1,980 not-for-
profit organizations registered in Belarus, in-
cluding 196 international NGOs, 757 na-

tional NGOs, and 
1,027 local NGOs. 
While the overall 
score did not 
change significantly 
over the past year, 
this lack of deterio-
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amples of NGOs being closed for minor or 
fabricated pretexts, and it is virtually impos-
sible for NGOs to invoke the tax-exemptions 
they are legally entitled to. As a result of 
government harassment, many NGOs exer-
cise self-censorship when it comes to politi-
cal activities, in order to avoid attracting un-
wanted attention. The repressive environ-
ment also leads to problems with financial 
sustainability. Few local sources of funding 
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ration is a positive 
and of itself, given the strong poten-
rosion under the current regime. The 
ector in Belarus operates within a 
ressive regime. It is difficult and ex-
 for NGOs to register, there are ex-

exist, and much foreign funding is provided 
in the form of cash to avoid excessive taxa-
tion or interference. As the majority of media 
outlets are state-run, it is also exceedingly 
difficult for NGOs to promote a positive im-
age of themselves with the general public.  

 ENVIRONMENT: 6.5 

 

    
O sector in Belarus is faced with 

us bureaucratic requirements and 
s, several of which were introduced 
 past year. The slow pace of NGO 

registration by the Ministry of Justice contin-
ues to be problematic, often taking more 
than twelve months, in clear violation of the 
legally prescribed two-month registration pe-
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riod. Registration fees for membership 
NGOs were dramatically increased in July 
2002: by 25% for local public associations, 
and by 300% for national and international 
NGOs. In contrast, “non-membership” public 
associations, such as some foundations, 
have less difficulty with registration.  
 

The inconsistency of 
NGO-related laws, 
bylaws and other 
regulations permit 
state authorities to 
persecute NGOs, 
sometimes violently. 
The courts place ob-

stacles on NGOs’ rights to operate. NGOs 
can publish materials, advocate, and bring 
cases to court; but they practice self-
censorship when it comes to implementing 
activities that may be viewed as political to 
avoid attracting unwanted attention. There 
are examples of NGOs being closed for mi-
nor or fabricated pretexts, presumably as 
punishment for advocating a position con-
trary to the authorities.  
 
The capacity of local lawyers to address 
NGO law issues is improving. NGOs have 
access to free legal consultations not only in 

capital and regional centers, but also in 
other industrially developed cities.  
 
Tax exemptions for NGOs exist in theory, 
but the process to invoke tax-exempt status 
is very complicated and centralized. Various 
agencies of the central government apply 
the tax exemption laws in an arbitrary and 
inconsistent manner. Local businesses do 
not have any incentives to donate to the 
NGO sector as tax regulations do not pro-
vide for tax deductions for donations to 
NGOs. In January 2002, the tax status of lo-
cal and foreign grants changed completely; 
local donations and grants are not treated as 
income and thus are exempt from income 
tax.  

LEGAL 
ENVIRONMENT 
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The existing legal environment does not en-
courage NGOs to earn revenue. While 
NGOs are permitted to engage in economic 
activities that are authorized under their or-
ganizational statute, these activities are sub-
ject to the same tax rates and regulations as 
for-profit companies. Procurement proce-
dures in the country are designed only for 
goods and services produced by commercial 
entities. 

 
 
 
ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY: 4.7 
 
Most NGOs do not focus on constituency 
building, but are increasingly aware of its 
importance. The majority of NGOs have ar-
ticulated missions and values, but only a few 

leading NGOs 
make strategic 
planning a priority. 
Other NGOs lack 
the capacity and 
expertise to en-
gage in a strategic 
planning process, 

although even these organizations may in-
corporate some strategic planning tech-
niques, including SWOT-analysis, prioritiza-
tion of strategies, and historical analysis, into 
their operations. Strategic planning is also 
hampered by the cost of consulting services 

and the unstable political and economic en-
vironment.  
 
NGOs generally have clearly delineated re-
sponsibilities between staff and board mem-
bers declared in their by-laws, although 
these principles often fail to be implemented 
in reality. There is still a tendency towards 
one-person leadership in NGOs.  In part, this 
is because good governance is seen as pri-
marily a donor-driven issue. Volunteerism is 
not yet a well-developed concept or practice. 
There are many training programs that offer 
professional development opportunities, al-
though the precarious financial situation of 
many NGOs means that they are more con-
cerned with their immediate survival than the 
professional development of their staff.   

ORGANIZATIONAL 
CAPACITY 

 
2002  4.7 
2001  4.8 
2000  5.0 
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NGOs in major regional centers and larger 
towns have a sound technical base created 
mostly through donor funding. Many NGOs 
either have their own modern equipment or 
facilities such as other NGOs or resource 
centers where they can access such equip-
ment. Nevertheless, in small towns and vil-

lages, NGOs lack equipment and access to 
the Internet, or lack the technical expertise 
to take advantage of these resources. In 
their grant applications, NGOs often request 
equipment that is too complex and expen-
sive for their needs and capacity. 

 
 
FINANCIAL VIABILITY: 5.7 
 
Financial sustainability is still the to-most 
concern for NGOs in Belarus. Foreign funds 
continue to be the main source of NGO 
funding. In many cases, NGOs receive for-
eign donations in cash in order to avoid ex-
cessive government taxation or attention. 
While this may help their bottom line, it pre-
vents them from being transparent or pub-
lishing annual reports. The weak economic 

and legislative envi-
ronment continues to 
impede access to 
domestic resources. 
Due to the weak pri-
vate donor base, 
there is almost no lo-

cal philanthropy. NGOs are “programmed” to 
seek grants from international donors and do 
not look for local sources, including volun-
teers, or use their imagination to diversify 
their resource base.  
 
Accountants at many NGOs are experienced 
professionals, and work with tax and gov-
ernment structures to explain grants and 
their purpose. Many NGOs have sound ac-
counting systems, due in part to the gov-
ernment regulations in this sphere. Some 
donors provide training and consultations on 
accounting; however given the prevalence of 
cash grants, financial reporting is only to the 
donors, and not society in a broader sense.  

Diverse foreign aid sources exist, but are 
gradually decreasing. Other more sustain-
able sources, such as membership fees, are 
very limited. Nevertheless, enough NGOs 
have motivation and fundraising skills and 
experience to allow them to continue operat-
ing in the short-term. Most NGOs know how 
to write proposals and raise funds profes-
sionally, but these resources are not suffi-
cient to sustain these organizations over the 
long term.  FINANCIAL 

VIABILITY 
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A few NGOs are able to draw upon non-
monetary support from the local authorities 
by getting space free-of-charge for conduct-
ing events or office space for a reduced rate. 
They do not risk generating income, though 
perhaps this could change as a result of the 
introduction of social enterprise models by 
some donors. Contracting with the govern-
ment to provide social services exists only in 
isolated cases, usually related to the envi-
ronment or social service sectors. Some 
NGOs collect membership fees, but, at best, 
these are only sufficient to cover administra-
tive costs. On the other hand, NGOs loyal to 
the government, for example, Belarusian 
Republican Union of Youth, veteran’s or-
ganizations, and others do enjoy govern-
ment support, including financial support. 
However, while their sustain-ability is en-
hanced, their independence is questionable. 
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ADVOCACY: 5.4 
 
NGO advocacy techniques can vary from 
boycott to compromise. While NGOs 

generally have little 
influence on legislation, 
there are some isolated 
instances where 
specialized NGOs have 
been invited to work 
with legislative drafting 

committees. Generally, however, there is 
weak cooperation between the sector and 
government and any positive collaboration is 
limited to roundtable events and meetings. 
NGOs increasingly understand the 
importance of building dialogue and 
establishing contacts to promote their 
interests, but the government does not 
reciprocate this attitude.  
 
NGOs have not implemented any successful 
advocacy campaigns over the past year. 
There was an unsuccessful attempt to lobby 
against a restrictive Law on Freedom of 
Conscience and Religious Organizations. 
However, despite this public information and 
awareness campaign, the law was adopted. 

Some coalitions are superficial and/or 
artificial, created to please donors and not to 
be viable over the long-term. Most 
campaigns are local, not national, and 
therefore have little impact or effect on 
policy. 

 

 
There is no mechanism to support lobbying. 
Individual pro-democracy NGOs do continue 
to try to influence decision-making, however 
these are individual efforts and do not have 
the impact of broader coalition advocacy.  At 
a local level, town councils may be receptive 
to NGO efforts, but larger political structures 
are resolute and do not allow them to act. 
Two recent NGO-related laws – Law on 
Charitable Activities and Charitable 
Organizations and the Tax Code – were 
enacted with little input from NGOs, due to 
lack of lobbying efforts and mechanisms. 
The lobbying that does take place with 
Parliament generally takes place “behind the 
scenes”.  

 
 
SERVICE PROVISION: 4.9 

The majority of active NGOs provide com-
munities with some basic social services, 
especially in the areas of education, humani-
tarian assistance, and health care. In the 

capital and regional 
centers, NGOs are 
mainly providing edu-
cational and informa-
tion services. In re-
gional areas it is more 
characteristic for NGOs 

ian a
paci
such
also
tions
cont
serv
vice

encies and greater independence is also re-
strained.  
 
NGOs do not always offer programs that 
correspond to community needs, reflecting 
an inability to assess and evaluate commu-
nity needs. NGOs are still not used to con-
ducting needs assessment within their 
communities. Among the reasons for these 
weak links to the community are limited 
NGO resources, technical knowledge, and 
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2002  5.4 
2001  5.5 
2000  6.0 
to provide humanitar-
ssistance. However, NGO technical ca-

ty in a number of areas is limited and as 
 their potential for service delivery is 

 limited. Furthermore, abundant regula-
, licensing services and strong central 
rol exists over the provision of social 
ices, so the ability of NGOs to use ser-
 provision as a means to gain constitu-

experience. Belarusian NGOs have not refo-
cused their activities towards promoting 
change in local communities and their mar-
keting skills remain weak. On a positive 
note, NGOs are actively learning one from 
another and adopting new methods and 
techniques.  
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NGOs occasionally offer useful products to 
other NGOs and government. There are rare 
examples of NGOs being recognized as ex-
perts in specific areas and able to provide 
services to educational institutions, state 
bodies, and other NGOs. There is no ex-
perience with cost-recovery mechanisms – 
NGOs do not know or understand, nor plan 
financial strategies supporting cost-recovery.   

 
Though laws provide for grants by govern-
ment to NGOs, these are very rare. At best, 
government provides space for events and 
roundtables, but this does not mean that the 
government recognizes nor understands the 
value and role of NGOs in service provision.  

 
 
INFRASTRUCTURE: 4.5 

There is a network of NGO resource centers 
across the country which provide facilities, 
access to equipment and communication 
services, as well as some training and legal 
expertise. However, surveys show that there 
is a limited knowledge and use of these re-
source centers by NGOs in Belarus (only 
27% of NGOs). The centers work well in re-

gional areas and 
small towns, and 
disseminate in-
formation and le-
gal and educa-
tional support; in-
cluding in techni-

cal areas, such as fundraising and helping to 
find partners. The centers are technically 
well equipped, professional and provide 
needed support. However, resource centers 
are seen as “monopolies” that keep experi-
ence to themselves and they are seen to be 
highly selective with whom they choose to 
work. 

 
There are several organizations, for instance 
resource centers, in Belarus that on-grant 
funds from international donors. The issue is 
not how many grant making organizations 
exist, but how those groups make decisions. 

Often funds are released only to “friendly” 
NGOs. Donors have not sufficiently moni-
tored or evaluated such programs. Informa-
tion is not always correct or widely distrib-
uted and internet/electronic information ex-
change is not accessible to all. “Information 
providers”, who collect, analyze, and dis-
seminate information, are few.  
 
There are many NGOs with training capacity 
at the national and regional levels. There are 
also licensed educational and degree pro-
grams. However, the third sector is also sub-
ject to amateur trainers and unprofessional 
practices. Some training programs are cha-
otic, not thought out, or responsive to com-
munities. Some donors provide training, 
monitoring and follow-up, but this is not 
commonplace.  
 
There is some evidence of effective intersec-
toral partnerships where NGOs work to-
gether to achieve common goals. There are 
also some NGO-media, NGO-businesses or 
NGO-local government joint projects, but 
these relations are still not systemic, or nec-
essarily mutually beneficial. Most authorities 
and businesses still react to NGOs with sus-
picion, fear, and lack of trust. 
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PUBLIC IMAGE: 5.2 
 
NGO’s role in the development of civil soci-
ety is still not well understood by the gen-
eral Belarusian population. 90% of media is 

state-controlled. Pub-
lic service announce-
ments (PSAs) are not 
used sufficiently to 
promote a positive 
NGO image. A hostile 
governmental attitude 
toward NGOs and its 

attempts to present NGOs’ activities in a 
negative manner results in widespread sus-
picion, skepticism, and distrust of non-profit 
organizations. Though an NGO may indeed 
be well-developed, the public may not be 
aware of them. However, when the public 
learns about their contribution, the percep-
tion is generally positive.  
 
Few NGOs have the capacity to launch pro-
fessional public relations campaigns, and 
independent media does not want to take 

the risk in light of the tight government con-
trol. There is a limited number of NGOs who 
develop successful public relations; have 
regular contacts with journalists; use mass 
media, electronic services and networks; 
use marketing materials and participate in 
community events for information dissemi-
nation. Those that work legally with grants 
are more pro-active and are not afraid to 
publicize their activities. Broadcast media is 
under-used; however, there are successful 
examples of innovative TV/radio talk shows. 
A few NGOs have staff members responsi-
ble for contacts with mass media.  

PUBLIC 
IMAGE 
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2001  5.5 
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NGOs are aware of the importance of ethics 
and transparency in their operations, but it 
is difficult to remain fully open and trans-
parent in the Belarusian situation. Still, 
there are efforts by NGOs and their part-
ners to discuss and negotiate declarations, 
campaigns and legal reforms, but these 
have yet to be implemented.
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